You are in the mall and someone yells everyone "get down" or will shoot. Your first instinct is to hit the ground before shots are fired. Now image that in school cafeteria. Scary right. As scary as it sounds scenario from horror movies are playing out in schools all over America. You are eating lunch in the cafeteria and starts firing off a firearm. First instinct is to scream for help and on the ground, but why are scenes like this taking place in a learning place. The place where we are told we are the safest, maybe even safer than home. If school are even safer than home why are schools shooting on the rise? Most of us already know that many of our movies, television shows, music songs, and video game are filled with trash: grisly murder scenes, dismemberment, nonstop profanity, rape, and torture scenarios (Bennett par 14) by placing this kind of scene in movies for the youth to see the media causing American to become more violent than is needed. We most prevent violence in schools solve violence in school and violence needs to stop now. Although overall school violence is declining in America, mass shooting in suburban and rural areas are becoming more common. On April, 20, 1999, Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold decide to bring firearms and explosives to columbine High School to go a shooting rampage. These two boys before killing themselves killed 12 students, one teacher and wounded 24 others. The cause of this massacre was violence at the school place Harris and Klebold were bullied as students and no action was taken when they started talking about killing people or physically hurting people. At the beginning of the year teacher should give talks to students about violence and school shooting. Teacher should tell students that violence is not a joke and it needs to be taken as a serious offence, whether there is going to be a fight at moon base or talking about shooting up the the school. Staff most talk about how serious school shooting is and how damaging to one's future violence can be. The worst consequence would be getting to prison for life. Killing someone is psycho logically devastating to the murderer. It's the value of belonging and conversely the damage of isolation. With the exception for the few that have turned out to be clinically, mentally ill, the shooters have been mostly kids who existed in the outside, who felt profoundly uncared for (crutcher 9) the truth is that most school shooter are mentally ill in one way or another and these individual need help. For solving the school shooting problem in school there should be harsher punishment for little violation. Severe punishment to those who break the violence rules, violence should not be tolerated. Rule breakers can't be tolerated but do not let a bad student to ruin the outlook on the rest of the students only because one is bad does not mean all the others students are bad too. When I heard about this story it really hurt my feelings because when I think about these kids I image that are other people worse than them. Also when you got someone that is a shooter don't always do what he said or be involved in any activity that he does because the action could bring you bad things to your life. And as those kids killed themselves they could even kill their parents I put this story on my SA because it actually tells what violence can cause and this are reals facts that really happen in life. I found this story really curious because it not only show kids killing people it also show kids hurting people minds and people could kill themselves when they heard bad things about them that's the main reason I search for this story and I like for this topic.